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Features
12/Facetime
More and more companies are turning to
Facebook.com to reveal what applicants are
really like. And some students are learning to
turn the tables.
16/Unconventional Wisdom
Colby faculty members across a variety of
disciplines teach students to unearth and
understand the complexities that underlie
the world’s thorniest conflicts.
Departments
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04/From the Editor

alumni at large
40/Class Notes
69/Obituaries

Colby News
05/Albee on creativity
06/Mary Robinson’s lessons
06/Sudan investment dropped
07/Remembering Robert Anthony
08/Teaching for America
09/Construction boom

alumni profiles
48/Jim Simon ’64
58/Beth Murphy ’88
62/Jesse Salisbury ’95
66/Sarah Miller ’02

point of view
11/Stuart Krusell ’85 on sowing democracy

On the cover
The cover illustration is by
Philadelphia illustrator Jon
Reinfurt, who worked with Colby
News Editor Ruth Jacobs when
she was at Maine Times. Reinfurt
was selected because his collage
style was a good match for our
cover story, “Unconventional
Wisdom,” by Stephen Collins ’74.
After reading a draft of the article,
Reinfurt created this striking
representation of the forces
behind the world’s conflicts.

22/Cell Mates
In a steady stream, Colby-trained scientists
have joined David Bodine ’76 at the National
Institutes of Health. By example, Bodine
leads a dedicated team working to find
answers to puzzling questions posed by
genetic blood disorders.

The Last Page
72/Martin Connelly on Beijing’s most
tempting vice: McDonald’s

From the Hill
27/Karen Prisby’s cross country trip
28/Etiquette is fine
30/A Q&A with Charles Terrell
32/The real world of Liliana Andonova
34/In Boston, good burgers
36/Leo Trudel was late to school
38/Money talks, says Heather Johnson

Colby Online (www.colby.edu/mag)
The Next Big Thing
Bill Carr ’89, vice president for digital
media at Amazon.com, oversees the
company’s new digital download service,
Unbox, which delivers television shows,
movies, and other video for the world’s
largest Internet retailer.

Where He Is Coming From
Charles Terrell ’70 remembers arriving on
campus by taxi and getting his first glimpse
of a fixture of college life: a Frisbee. Read,
in his own words, the story of Terrell’s
remarkable journey from Washington, D.C.,
to Mayflower Hill and beyond.

